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at Mason

• Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies – COLA 

• Mason hosts the largest single academic group of climate dynamics and 
climate modeling experts in the U.S., including contributors to the IPCC 
reports

• The Mason Climate Dynamics Ph.D. program is unique in its focus on 
training the next generation of climate modelers and analysts (17 current 
students; 37 Ph.D. graduates since 2002)

• B.S. in Atmospheric Science: fundamental training in meteorology and 
computational atmospheric sciences 
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Scientists Have …

• Developed or contributed to new and innovative approaches for climate 
research

• Established a scientific basis for quantitative, dynamical seasonal and 
decadal prediction

• Contributed to national leadership in climate science, national and 
international program integration

• Achieved important breakthroughs in high-resolution seamless weather 
and climate prediction 3
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• Equations of motions and laws of mass 
and energy conservation to predict rate 
of change of:

T, P, V, q, etc. (A, O, L, CO2, etc.)

• 10 Million Equations:
100,000 Points × 100 Levels × 10 Variables

• With Time Steps of: ~ 10 Minutes

• How do we solve 10 million simultaneous equations 
over 5 million times? Supercomputers!

Earth System Modeling – Petascale Computation 
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A strategic communication imperative: 

Develop and deliver—at scale—narratives and 
messages that reduce this psychological distance. 



How Mason 4C is addressing the
strategic communication imperative: 

Developing and delivering —at scale—narratives and 
messages that reduce this psychological distance. 









Climate Change Education through TV Weathercasts: 
Results of a Field Experiment
Zhao, Maibach, Gandy, Witte, Cullen, Klinger, et al. (2013) BAMS. DOI: 10.1175/BAMS-D-12-00144.1

Note: Article was published as an “early release” – this is not the real journal cover.

“The results of this field experiment 

suggest that when TV weathercasters 

educate their viewers about climate 

change, viewers gain a more science-

based understanding of the issue.”  
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Every American should know the 

following important facts:

1. There is a scientific consensus about human-caused 

climate change.

2. In communities across the nation, climate change is 

harming our health now.

3. The health of any American can be harmed by climate 

change, but some of us face greater risk than others.

4. Unless we take concerted action, the harms to health are 

going to get much worse.

5. The most important action we can take to protect our 

health is reduce heat-trapping pollution by reducing energy 

waste and accelerating the inevitable transition to clean 

renewable energy.
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Source:  Yale/George Mason University

Global Warming’s Six Americas: March 2018





A tactical communication imperative: 

Simple clear messages, repeated often, 
by a variety of trusted voices. 



To mount the challenge of spreading
important ideas, the guiding heuristic is:

by a variety 
of trusted 

voices

repeated oftenSimple clear 
messages



Simple Clear Messages

1

2

3

The less you say, the more you are heard

Say the things that have the most value to 

your audience

Use audience research to determine what has 

the most value



Repeated Often

1

2

3

Repetition is the mother of learning, liking & 

trust

Adapt, elaborate, but most importantly, 

deliver your messages early & often

Reinforce with visual and verbal images (i.e., 

metaphors)



There is a simple rule: 

You say it again, and you say it again, and you 

say it again, and you say it again, and you say it 

again, and then again and again and again and 

again, and about the time that you’re 

absolutely sick of saying it is about the time 

that your target audience has heard it for the 

first time.



By a Variety of Trusted Sources
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2

3

Determine who is most trusted

Ask those messengers to convey your 

message — and make it easy for them to do 

so

Ideally, the audience will start repeating your 

message to their friends, family & colleagues



Message guidance



Simple Clear Messages for Climate Change

Experts Agree…

Human-caused climate 

change is happening

It’s Real

It’s Us (human-caused)

It’s Bad (for people)

It’s Solvable

Sources: Ding-Ding et al., 2012; Lewandowsky et al., 2012; Roser-Renouf et al., 2014; Krosnick et al., 2006



Simple Clear Messages for Climate Change

Experts Agree…

Human-caused climate 

change is happening

It’s Real

It’s Us (human-caused)

It’s Bad (for people)

It’s Solvable

Appropriate 

Attitudes & Actions
•Support for societal response

•Political & consumer         

actions

Sources: Ding-Ding et al., 2012; Lewandowsky et al., 2012; Roser-Renouf et al., 2014; Krosnick et al., 2006
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Large Majorities of Voters Think the U.S. Should

Use More Solar and/or Wind Power
- Few support more oil, coal, and/or nuclear -

In the future, do you think the United States should use the following sources of energy less, more, or about the same as we 

do today?

March 2018. Base: Registered American Voters (n=1,067).

DEM

Lib

Dem

Mod/

Con 

Dem IND REP

Lib/M
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Rep

Con 

Rep

(472) (265) (204) (120) (430) (149) (276)

% % % % % % %

84 88 81 80 75 82 71

82 86 77 75 62 74 55

48 52 44 61 44 45 45

31 29 35 39 42 33 49

19 19 20 36 26 22 30

6 4 9 14 18 13 22

7 6 8 16 16 12 19

- % who say “much more” or “somewhat more” -



There is a growing gap between hope and worry about global warming



The growing gap between hope and worry is worrisome, 
because hopeful people are more likely to take action





More Energy & Climate

•UC3

• Solar RFI

• Sustainability Institute 



A More Ideal Portfolio
• Locally installed distributed 

generation or commercial solar

• Phase-out of coal  new natural gas 
pipelines

• Take ownership of negotiating power 

• 10% Solar by 2023
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